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Outline 

• Normal metal in a magnetic field, Peierls substitution 

• Classical and quantum magnetic oscillations 

• Periodicity of oscillations and Onsager phase factor 

• Quantization of degenerate bands (beyond Peierls) 

• Symmetry constraints on the Onsager phase factor 

• Some applications 

• Transitions between the symmetry classes and 
magnetic breakdown 



Electron in a periodic potential of crystal lattice 

yield the band structure 

Eigenvalues of  

Metals: partially filled band(s) 

     0 

Low-energy properties defined by 
excitations (Landau quasiparticles) with 
small energies |ξ(k)| measured from the 
Fermi surface,  

“Fermiology”: study of dynamics of excitations near the Fermi surface (FS) 



Measuring Fermi surface by using electron dynamics 

Pb Bi 

Quasiparticles dynamics in a “weak” magnetic field 

Learning about FS from the magnetic oscillations phenomena 



FS,                      , at fixed      along 

Peierls substitution, dynamics of quasiparticles 

Classical dynamics of Landau Fermi-liquid quasiparticles: 

Hamilton equations of motion for                              with 

Peierls, 1933 

orbits in k-space, circle around the 

cyclotron (or helicon) orbits in real space  



Classical magneto-oscillations 

Commensurability of the diameter or period of the cyclotron motion with the 
wavelength or period of the external perturbation affects the linear response 

Magneto-acoustic oscillations 

Attenuation  (of sound or EM wave) 
peaks at resonances with extremal 
trajectories for a given FS and given 
field direction 

Cyclotron resonance 

(Shockley, 1950) 

small skin depth for RF 

(Azbel & Kaner, 1956) 

cross-sectional area of FS 



Periodicity of classical magneto-oscillations 

Magneto-acoustic oscillations Cyclotron resonance 

Attenuation  (of sound or EM wave) 
peaks at resonances with extremal 
trajectories for a given FS and given 
field direction 

(in related context: Onsager 1952, I.M. Lifshitz~1952, 
Lifshitz  & Kosevich, 1954) 

Information about the geometry of FS 



Semiclassical quantization of spectrum 

Onsager-Lifshitz: Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization of motion in quasi-momentum 

space of particles with Hamiltonian                              , where 

discrete levels at fixed     ,  Maslov correction (two turning points 
in the1D WKB problem) 

approximately equidistant levels at   

cyclotron mass 

“Onsager phase factor” 



Quantum magneto-oscillations 

Landau levels successively pass through the Fermi level upon variation of the field 

(field-independent) 

intercept, “Onsager phase factor” 



de Haas – van Alpen oscillations of magnetization 

Comes from asymptotic evaluation of magnetization at  

(Lifshitz  & Kosevich, 1954) 

Similar:  
Shubnikov – de Haas oscillations of conductivity 

Direct measurement of Landau levels: 
STM (especially interesting in 2D, 
where                           oscillates with 
field)  

(Madhavani group, 2015) 



Limitations of the Peierls substitution 
Onsager-Lifshitz: Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization of motion in quasi-momentum 

space of particles with Hamiltonian                              , where 

Maslov correction (two turning points 
in the1D WKB problem) 

“Onsager phase factor” 

(1) Single band, deformable to a circle, non-degenerate orbit  

    [                    , Fermi energy cuts out a single orbit a given non-degenerate band],  

(2) Operator                         acts only on the plane-wave factor of the Bloch function 



Cell-periodic function does matter: an example 
Two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) with 

Rashba spin-orbit coupling term 

spinor depending on k 

two orbits, differ by helicity, here is one of them: 

2π rotation of k results in  



Cell-periodic function does matter: an example 

Two ways to look at the additional term: 

(a) By symmetry, spin confined to the plane; full rotation encompasses solid angle 2π 

(b) In quantization, one needs to account for the Berry connection, 
(this is beyond Peierls substitution) 

2π rotation of k results in  



Landau levels beyond Peierls substitution 

We consider electron spectrum with D degenerate bands, each band may 

create L trajectories related by spatial symmetry to each other (total 

degeneracy of the trajectories is DxL), and: 

(3) Establish symmetry constraints on                    . There are 10 and only 10 

symmetry classes of closed Fermi surface extremal orbits. 

(2) Find the rank-DL matrix which defines the phases                                  

 

in terms of the Hamiltonian. Our theory is manifestly gauge-invariant (i.e., 

independent of the phases               of basis functions                     ) 

(1) Generalize the semiclassical quantization condition, 



Simple examples 
2DEG, no SO coupling, 
with 2DEG, with Rashba SOC 

(deformed) graphene: D=2, L=2  



Expansion of the Hamiltonian in powers of B 

encodes the geometric phase (Berry), orbital moment (Roth), and Zeeman effect: 

The sub-leading in               terms:  

To next order in B, interband transitions occur between P and Q 

acts on 



Beyond the Peierls-Onsager theory 



Wilson loop in the WKB wavefunction 



Symmetries of the loop propagator 

Apply all non-trivial elements of the point-group symmetry (g) to the ordered 
exponent 



Why only 10 classes of symmetric orbits 



The 10 classes 

reflection (yes/no):  u=(1/0) 
time reversal (yes/no):  s=(1/0) 

symmetry relates disconnected orbits to each other (yes)/(no):   (II-B)/(I and II-A)  

LL degeneracy 

LL degeneracy 
symmetric spltng 
symmetric spltng 



The 10 classes 

reflection (yes/no):  u=(1/0) 
time reversal (yes/no):  s=(1/0) 

symmetry relates disconnected orbits to each other (yes)/(no):   (II-B)/(I and II-A)  

LL degeneracy 

LL degeneracy 

Graphene; strained WTe2, B||rot.axis 

Surface of Bi2Se3; Na3Bi, B||trig.axis 
Surface of SnTe 

Bilayer graphene 
Deformed graphene, WSe2 symmetric spltng 

symmetric spltng 



Additional considerations (contractibility) 

Orbit contractible 
to a point 

Orbit not contractible 
to a point 

reflection (yes/no):  u=(1/0) 
time reversal (yes/no):  s=(1/0) 



Lifshitz transition between II-A and II-B (u=1, s=0) 

reflection (yes/no):  u=(1/0) 
time reversal (yes/no):  s=(1/0) 

II-A: symmetry within single orbit 
II-B: symmetry between distinct orbits 



Magnetic breakdown at the saddle point 

(dispense with phase of    )  
(includes geometrical phase, 
in addition to Azbel, 1961) 

topological trivial 



Some applications 

(a) Strained graphene with broken spatial-inversion 
symmetry (HBN substrate)  

(b) WSe2 
                              [II-B, u=0, s=1] 

(one of the valleys) 



Some applications 

(c) Na3Bi with B||trigonal axis;  [II-A, u=0, s=1]; 
  
(d) Strained WTe2 (Weyl point), angular field dependence, 
     z||rotation axis [I-A, u=0, s=1];  

(d) 



Conclusions 

Shape and size of Fermi 
surface, “Fermiology” 

intercept, 
“Onsager phase factor” 

Topological band parameters, 
“Topo-Fermiology” 
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